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The “old” building in Balatonfüred, west part of Hungary, before we together with the 

Municipality completely renovated had a long and sometimes bitter history.  In the 13th 

century it was a Catholic church which was destroyed during the Turk invasion. The present 

form of the white building was constructed as a Protestant church in the mid of the 17th 

century. After the protestant congregation moved into its present new church, the growing 

Jewish community acquired it in 1853 and used it as its Synagogue until 16th May 1944, this 

is the date of the deportation of the whole community, 153 individuals to Auschwitz. 15  

returned. The after Holocaust period, while no community existed, the building was used as 

bus-garage, restaurant, storage house, pizza kitchen until the Municipality bought it back and 

initiated the renovation project with financial help of the so called Norwegian Fund. The 

renovation was finished at the end of 2017 and the new institute has been open for the 

public on 14th March 2018. This date is the birthday of Albert Einstein. Next to the old 

building a hyper-modern new was built and give space to a permanent virtual exhibition title: 

“Jews and Hi-Tech; from Einstein till today”. We show the life and the scientific results of 

more than 130 Jewish origin Nobel laurites and other important scientists in English, 

Hungarian and Hebrew language. The mission statement of the exhibition is:   “If the plan of 

the evil had succeeded, these scientists would have been killed, much like our sisters and 

brothers. They, however, escaped and answered the word of darkness with the word of Life. 

They built a palace of thoughts and this palace is our home. It is in part thanks to them that 

both human sentiment and humanity are alive.”  

 

The old building if necessary could be used as Synagogue, but no community. It is the 

Cultural Center of the surrounding city, while the exhibition is open whole year for the 

international public. The above mentioned exhibition is unique worldwide and we hope that 

with good marketing Jewish and non-Jewish tourists and science interesting people will visit 

it as much as possible. 

 


